
 

 

„Coming together is the beginning. 
Working together is success. 
Grooving together is the climax.” 

(Henry Ford, adapted by Karin Mitterbauer) 

 

“This experience will change you. Even tomorrow you may notice a certain bounce to your 
step that feels like a rhythm.” (Arthur Hull, www.drumcircle.com) 

about the “TEAM in RHYTHM in TEAM” (TIRIT) – program: 

“Learning takes place so much faster when joy is present (Min Rona, Manager of Grinder, 
De Loizer and Associates)” 

Founded and directed by Karin Mitterbauer, TIRIT is an international network of experienced 
trainers who bring life to your training and learning needs. We specialize in designing and 
delivering trainings and events with a KICK! 

Utilizing the motivational techniques and rhythm facilitation skills developed by Arthur Hull, 
CA, USA, a drumcircle infuses trainings, meetings, conferences and events with vitality, 
spirit and purpose. Participants come together with a room full of drums and percussion 
instruments. Rhythms are created that act like a Team Bio-Feedback Machine. Drumming 
becomes a diagnostic instrument for your team to assess its strengths and weaknesses. 

Drumming creates a fun, non threatening environment where your team can learn to work 
more effectively together. Nobody has to be a professional musician. 

“Through creative play participants are removed from the business environment and co-
create a fun and joyful result, deepening their community ties in the process. This hands-on, 
interactive experience can achieve a team dynamic that participants will then carry back to 
their everyday work environment and talk about for weeks to come.” 
(Arthur Hull, www.drumcircle.com) 

TIRIT-program will: 

o “break the ice” to help new team constellations to form relationships fast 
o teach team building in a new unique way 
o stimulate creative thought processes 
o promote cooperation versus competition 
o demonstrate individual effect on the larger whole 
o recognize the inter dependency among all team members 
o encourage clear communication 
o develop listening and expressing skills 
o inspire individual and team involvement 



o define common ground between participants 
o build trust among the participants 
o activate playful stress reduction 
o integrate right and left brain hemisphere 
o enable more brain potential for any work- learn-and decision-processes 
o create a low risk environment to experiment with new behaviors 
o encourage self-responsibility and accountability 
o make conscious and improve body language 
o provide chaos as inspiration for new solutions 
o require basic accordance to common acting strategies 
o help to embody and understand the common vision 

TIRIT-programs are successfully used in: 

- corporate team building-trainings: 

Effective learning can happen within a drumcircle concerning two of the most challenging 
situations in a team - change and interpersonal conflicts: 

Change:  

During a drumcircle you will experience all the phases that characterize the processes of 
change in organizations and teams: 

o insecurity, resistance, curiosity, excitement 
o courage, feeling your own limits and step over them 
o handling chaos, relaxing and experimenting with it 
o realizing, that there are others in the same situation, too 
o perceiving, approaching, listening, relating, inspiring each other, directing the focus on the 

advantages of the team 
o finding your own place, your own way within a new and complex situation 
o consolidation, stabilization, new order arises, groove begins to grow 
o diving in, letting go, trust, enjoy, play, harvest 
o embody the new resources to move on to the next challenge 

Interpersonal conflicts: 

“Sometimes conflict resolution can sound like rushing to fix something negative. In fact, the 
ability to deal with differences constructively can lead to higher levels of creativity and 
innovation and so create enormous benefits for the individuals involved and the organizations 
that they represent. In addition, the ability to facilitate such a process for others can be a 
priceless business skill.” (Dan Norenberg, www.nvision-learning.com) 

One of the greatest benefits of a drumcircle is to get an immediate feedback about which 
communication-inputs support, and which ones disturb the groove. 

The drumcircle offers the possibility to become aware of your habitual strategies and your 
behavior patterns.  

Our skilled facilitation and active reflections ensure a solid transfer of key learnings back into 
the work place. 



- leadership programs: 

“is the energy you give the energy you get back? “(Arthur Hull, www.drumcircle.com) 

 

“…the community pulse is a living, breathing beat, set by the relationship of the rhythmical 
alchemy created by everybody participating. This organic beat varies with the energy and 
emotional dynamics of the circle, and can only be facilitated and not directed not forced or 
imposed.” (Arthur Hull, www.drumcircle.com)  

 

“Effective and successful leaders need to: 

- be clear about their role and responsibilities 
- provide a consistent message to their group members 
- adapt their communication and decision-making styles with others 
- develop action steps to increase employee’s trust 
- lead their group through the stages of team development 
- empower others to act 
- recognize and celebrate contributions”(Dan Norenberg, www.nvision-learning.com) 

 
- balance their energy bank account 
- have a clear and conscious body language 
- present themselves with full authenticity 

In clear structured leading tasks while making music, the drumcircle as an analog learning 
field provides a lot of room and liberty to experiment with new strategies around all these 
above named tasks of a leader. 

“…confronted with basic fears, that can be barriers to their musical enjoyment and their 
professional success: 

fear of performance 
fear of losing the beat 
fear of being put on the spot 
fear of looking stupid” 

(Christine Stevens, The art and heart of Drumcircle) 

The drumcircle-group (= the groove-result) will give immediate feedback and help to improve 
your success. 

“Do the drummers make the dancers dance, or do the dancers make the drummers drum ? 
Yes!” (Arthur Hull, www.drumcircle.com)  

- international and intercultural learning issues: 

“…entrainment happens, for example, when a tall person and a short person walk down the 
street together. Both of them unconsciously adjusting their stride to accommodate the other so 
they can walk together at the same pace and continue their conversation… 

Creating a successful group entrainment is less about a person’s rhythmical sensibility, and 
more about their willingness to dialogue, communicate, and collaborate musically with the 



other players. In other words, to get to entrainment you want to play with your head up, and 
your eyes, ears and heart open.” (Arthur Hull, www.drumcircle.com) 

Cooperation within a drumcircle requires nonverbal, bodylingual and intuitive communication 
skills – needed as well in intercultural communication. 

The often habitual us-versus-them type of thinking disappears in favor of diversity (of 
instruments, musical parts…) as a resource for a lively, colorful and exiting common groove. 

 

“You will learn to communicate effectively with people who think differently and bridge 
differences that are preventing effective cooperation and accept differences that don’t 
matter.” (Dan Norenberg, www.nvision-learning.com) 

 

On request the program also offers background information about the “foreign“ culture of 
your business-partner in a lively, experience-based way of learning. 

Meeting the other culture while playing a simple piece of their music, singing one of their 
songs, moving with one of their folkdances, listening to their CDs, or even meditate on one of 
their prayers offers a deeper understanding and improves relationship. 

We provide a variety of authentic instruments, audio- video- and photo-material and 
ethnological knowledge. 

- creativity and intuition programs (for leaders): 

“Drumcircle is a right-brained method in a left-brained world.” 
(Arthur Hull, www.drumcircle.com)  

 

N Vision Learning Solutions offers this learnshop to help people to use intuition to increase 
effectiveness in business and sales transactions. 

See below the excerpt of their webpage: 

“Organizational effectiveness lies in a blend of clear-headed logic and powerful intuition.” 
(Henry Mintzberg) 

 

Do you feel at times overloaded by information, overwhelmed by the rate of change and the 
complexity of your organization? A substantial number of successful business executives 
openly admit to relying on their intuition to give them the edge to be able to react instantly, 
see the “big picture”, and be innovative. Intuition in sales and management means the ability 
to have a feel for customers, employees, market changes and emerging trends, and the ability 
to think strategically. Creative leadership means the ability to think “out of the box” and see 
situations from different perspectives. Both creativity and intuition are perceptive skills that 
can be developed. This learnshop will give you the tools to do just that. 

Target group: 

Business professionals who need to be extremely responsive to changing markets, employees 
and customers. 

Benefits: 



At the end of the seminar participants will be able to: 

- become aware of the subtle signals given off by employees and customers. 
- -use creativity techniques for preparing, gathering information (before, during, after), 

and executing presentations. 
- decode that “gut feeling”, “hunch” and other body/somatic signals. 
- use intuitive decision-making techniques to resolve work-related problems, improve 

relationships, and create innovative marketing/sales solutions. 

(Dan Norenberg, www.nvision-learning.com) 

 

TIRIT supports this program with offering the experimental field of a drumcircle (as a totally 
new setting for most people), where new strategies are required. 

This fact invites the right brain hemisphere to work more intensive, and to integrate better 
with the rest of the brain potentials. 

Creative and intuitive thoughts and insights show up and transform rhythm to groove. 

- trainings to support female (leadership) qualities in business 

world 

Women who work in business, especially in leader positions, often (have to) suppress their 
female qualities to be able to work in this male – dominated field. They try to become tough 
and copy male ways of communicating, thinking, behaving, and working. 

Like this, their team, company, colleagues, employees, customers…lose a lot of essential 
qualities of 50% of mankind, like the more holistic, right brain dominated, body-connected, 
intuitive , emotional, groovy approach to life. 

Drumcircle-programs empower and support women to stick to their explicit female way of 
being to speak up, improve their female self-confidence and so finally to increase the amount 
of female leaders in business world. 

One female participant in a drumcircle facilitated by Arthur Hull shared the following 
feedback: 

“I was taught that women were to be seen and not heard so it was hard for me to hit the drum 
and make noise, but by the end of the program, I didn’t want to stop.” (www.drumcircle.com)  

- keynote experience in conferences, meetings and motivational 

events 

“You can use a rhythmically-based event in the middle of a day full of highly-cognitive 
meetings, so the participants can get out of their chairs, move around a little, and take a mind 
break.” (Arthur Hull. www.drumcircle.com) 

 

Rhythm-based events in a conference or meeting environment are interactive and energizing 
and change passive listeners to involved participants. 

Drumcircles are a great option for opening (kick-off) – and closing ceremonies. 



“Thank you again for such a great opening keynote at the National Speakers Association 
Convention. You accomplished exactly what we wanted: you set the tone for the whole 
weekend, got people involved, and made it fun. Your energy and enthusiasm are certainly 
magnetic. And your message was right on target for our group. People are still talking about 
seeing board members and past presidents on stage drumming. It was fantastic! Thanks for 
sharing your passion and reminding us that we must always play on the edge.” 

(Kay du Pont and Jeff Disend, National speakers Association, www.drumcircle.com) 

- large group events: 

All the above named benefits of drumcircles can be experienced in large groups up to 5000 
people and are especially recommended for: 

o teams, that normally don’t meet personally, but have to work together (international, 
virtual…teams) 

o big companies who want to offer all their employees to share an intensive experience 
together, discovering the diversity of their different positions in the company as a great 
resource for their great common groove. 

o companies who need to improve corporate identity 

Everybody who experiences him/herself as a constitutive part of such a big, groovy entity will 
be deeply impressed and never forget this feeling! 

TIRIT-program details: 

o In TIRIT-trainings making music is used as a method to reach your desired goals. 
 

o All our programs can be offered from a 90-minutes intense training-tool to a full seminar-
program with several drumcircles, groupworks, video-feedbacks and feedback-rounds to 
enable the transfer of your key learnings in your day-today work situation. 
 

o Depending on the needs of our clients the program is held by Karin Mitterbauer alone or 
in cooperation with one of her trainer-colleagues (see below): 
 

o TIRIT provides instruments for all participants. No musical skills are requested or 
supposed!!! 
 

o TIRIT-programs are very much inspired by Arthur Hull, USA, recognized since 1985 as 
the father of the community drum circle movement. 

 

“Apple Computer, Silicon Graphics, Patagonia, Kinko’s, Motorola, Mc Donald’s, Microsoft, 
The Wall Street Journal, Exon Mobile, World Bank, Sony and Toyota are among the hundreds 
of corporations who have found the spirit of community through village music circle events. 

 

Based on years of experiences Arthur has authored a book /CD and a video in which he 
shares his stories and techniques in facilitation and rhythm: “Drum Circle Spirit: Facilitating 
Human Potential Through Rhythm.” (www.drumcircle.com) 



 

“Drum Circle Principles: 

There is no audience. 

Everyone is part of the musical experience. 

There is no rehearsal. 

The music does not come from reading notes on a sheet of music written in the past. It is 
improvised in the moment. 

There is no right or wrong. 

The drum circle is a safe, permissive explorational environment. 

There is no teacher. 

Instead, the drum circle is lead by a facilitator who has a dual focus; to build the musicality 
of the group while also building the sense of community and connection. 

It is inclusive. 

Everyone is welcome; all ages and all levels of ability. 

Spontaneity thrives. 

There really is no plan except the importance of supporting the music and community 
connection.” 

(Christine Stevens, the art and heart of  Drumcircle) 

 

Further details about the drumcircle-method you find under: 
http://www.drumcircle.com/vmc/corporations 

Drumcircle as a rhythm-based event /incentive 

will: 

not be used as a method to reach other goals by reflecting and analyzing the process but will 

o energize your team in a groovy, thriving experience 
o help to identify each person with its team 
o create team-spirit 
o bring a lot of joy, fun and relaxation into the team 
o help people rediscover and explore the deep relationship with rhythm that permeates every 

aspect of life 
o offer groovy, creative, joyful, extraordinary evening programs 
o on request be completed with body percussion, voice- and movement activities 

 

“I definitely feel closer to the people, I drummed with. 
I still feel energized. 
I am much more relaxed. 
I can’t stop smiling.” 

(statement from a drumcircle participant, quoted from www.drumcircle.com)  



All the trainings and events can be combined with  

performances 

Karin Mitterbauer performs professionally in 3 music groups: 

ARCOIRIS – The! Escola de Samba of Austria, offers pure brazil groove explosion, mixed 
with Brazilian songs, accompanied by saxophone, guitar and cavaquinho. 

www.arcoiris.at 

DRUMS AND ROSES – rhythms as hot as Africa and songs so beautiful and touching like a 
bouquet of roses. 

http://www.trommel-rhythmus.at/cherie/index.htm 

AFFENBROT – Salzburg’s female answer to the African drum scene 

www.affenbrot.at 

TIRIT is led by 

Karin Mitterbauer 

www.trommel-rhythmus.at  

 

o born in 1969 in Austria, lives in Salzburg 
o master of arts from Mozarteum University in 

Salzburg in 1992 
o studied theology, philosophy and comparative 

religions at the University Salzburg 
o studied ethnic drums and percussion with 

masterdrummers in Europe, West-Africa, Brasil and 
Cuba 

o holds a certificate as psychological counselor in 
“Integrative Bodypsychotherapy” (IBP-Institute 
Switzerland –USA) 

o trained as a drumcircle facilitator by Arthur Hull, 
USA 

o trained as a watershiatsu and waterdance practitioner 
o founded and directs her  private drumming- and percussion school in Salzburg 
o teaches music, rhythm, movement and intercultural communication on an international 

scale 
o designed and directs a 3 year training course in „Integrative Drum and Rhythm 

Paedagogics“ 
o offers continuing education programs for teachers and kindergardeners 
o designs and leads high energy events with music, movement, play and rituals 
o provides team development, training and consulting with „Team in Rhythm in Team 

(TIRIT)“-programs 
o performs professionally in 3 music groups: Affenbrot, Arcoiris and Drums-and-Roses 
o does worldwide trips for musical research and further education 



o organizes and participates in international musician-exchanges, CD -productions and 
development aid projects 

o native language: German; fluent in English, French, Spanish and Italian 

 

 

Karin Mitterbauer is inspired by, grateful to, and often  

cooperates with: 

o Dan Norenberg (senior consultant) 
and his team from N Vision Learning Solutions  www.nvision-learning.com 

o Alfred Freudenthaler (trainer and drummer)  www.freudenthaler.com 
o Darrel Combs (trainer and consultant)  www.earthwinds.net 
o Gerald Ziegler (trainer and consultant)  www.impulswerkstatt.com 
o Sabine Kroy (consultant and drum circle facilitator) www.affenbrot.at 


